MotoClassic Wrocław ‘For

Love to Automotive Industry’

MotoClassic Wrocław

The 7th edition of MotoClassic Wrocław will be held on August 19 and 20 (Saturday and
Sunday) 2017 in the area of Castle Topacz in Ślęza near Wrocław.
MotoClassic Wrocław is a rally of historic vehicles from 1886 - 1980 from Poland
and abroad. The exhibition of vintage automobiles is accompanied by the presentation of
cars of most contemporary brands. It is therefore possible to take a closer look at the
Automotive Industry - trace its history and see in which direction it is going.
The Saturday - Sunday party is open to the public and will be preceded by a Friday
parade of historic vehicles in the streets of Wroclaw, which this year will reach min. to the
‘Zajezdnia History Centre’ and the Wroclaw Market Square.

At the same time as the

parade there will be also an orientation rally dedicated to younger vehicles, whose route
will lead across Wrocław surroundings in the atmosphere of competitions and riddles.

For love to Automotive Industry

The originator and organizer of the MotoClassic Wrocław event is the Topacz Automobile
Association, which runs the Automotive Museum of Topacz and hence realizes the idea of
developing and deepening the automotive awareness and gathers the collectors of
vintage vehicles.
MotoClassic Wroclaw will take place thanks to many years of involvement of its
participants - collectors and lovers of the Automotive Industry, with the support of selfgovernments of the Lower Silesian Voivodeship, the City of Wrocław and the Commune of
Kobierzyce.
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KEY POINTS OF THE AGENDA
 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VINTAGE VEHICLES – in the park and courtyard of Topacz
Castle you will be able to admire over 300 historic vehicles from Polish and foreign
collections. the presentation of vehicles, taking place simultaneously on two stages,
will be a special attraction. As part of the professional elegance competition, the
jury under the honourable presidency of car design legend Paul Bracq will assess
the styling of crews in a historical context and will select winners of this year's
awards.
On a specially prepared gravel track, the participants of the event will take part in a
sport competition, testing their skills and the efficiency of vehicles in a regular
driving competition, judged by the judges of the Polish Motor Show under the
leadership of Jacek Blum.
 THE MOST INTERESTING PREMIERS AND AUTMOTIVE INDUSTRY NEWS – In the
sector of modern manufacturers, the representatives of almost all automotive
brands will present the most interesting and most anticipated news and premiers
this year.
 SPECIAL EXHIBITION – the Automotive Museum in Topacz will be available to
visitors. Prior to its entry, will be presented the Bugatti exhibition, dedicated to the
brand Bugatti, that is the result of foreign crews participating in this year's event
and presenting this legendary sports brand, on a scale so far unheard of in Poland.
 THE 1ST INTERNATIONAL RALLY W113 PAGODA SL CLUB POLAND – the 1st
International W113 Pagoda SL Club Poland will be held during this year’s edition of
MotoClassic Wrocław. Paul Bracq, the designer of the Pagoda Mercedes model,
confirmed the presence of more than 20 vehicles of this iconic model. Jeremy
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Clarkson described the vehicle as ‘...probably the most beautiful Mercedes ever
produced.’
 SPECIAL COLLECTIONS – the presence of special collections, including the RollsRoyce Enthusiasts' Club and the Casual Car Club Warsaw has been announced at
MotoClassic Wrocław.
 RETRO COMMUNIST POLAND CAPMING –a specially arranged zone referring to
the communist era will be a sentimental return to the past. The exhibition will take
the form of an authentic camping.

Apart from vehicles, tents and trailers,

participants will present costumes and equipment from the epoch.
 HISTORICAL RECONSTRUCTION GROUPS SECTOR – this section will show vehicles,
elements of uniforms and equipment of historical reconstruction groups from the
Lower Silesia region.
 COACHES AND CARRIAGES AT MOTOCLASSIC WROCŁAW 2017 - thanks to
cooperation with the Coach Museum in Galowice, for the first time in Poland we
have the opportunity to present vehicles from before the automotive industry era,
i.e. luxurious, over150 year-old coaches and carriages, not only from the collection
of the Museum in Galowice, but also presented in motion by their owners from
all over Poland. Original horse-drawn equipment will be subject to a special
commission, including the results of fitness tests. The titbit of the exhibition will
certainly be Brek, formerly belonging to Prince Sanguszko, and the most successful
winner of European traditional chariot racing competitions.

ANCHORMEN:
This year's event will be led by Joanna Zientarska (the automotive journalist,
daughter of Wlodzimierz Zientarski) and Krzysztof Ibisz, who has been involved in
the event for six years now.
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AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
In a specially prepared corporate sector where companies will be presenting products and
services related to the automotive industry, participants and visitors will be able to
familiarize themselves with the offer addressed professionally to the market of vintage
vehicles and to buy stylish souvenirs or clothes.

OTHER ATTRACTIONS
There will also be a children's playground in the event venue. As in the previous year, the
automotive catering area will be established, where Wrocław food trucks were invited.
Music bands will be performing on an outdoor stage, including the Bovska team on
Sunday.

Event opening hours:
August 19, Saturday, 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
August 20, Sunday, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM

Tickets available for pre-sale on-line via Biletin and on the day of the event at the
following time:
August 19, Saturday, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM
August 20, Sunday, 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Ticket prices
Regular one-day ticket: 30 PLN
Reduced one-day ticket (children aged 8 to 18 years, pensioners and the disabled): 15
PLN
Children below 7 years of age - free entry
Student one-day ticket (from 18 to 26 years of age, with a valid student card): 20 PLN
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Family discount - when purchasing a one-day ticket for 2 adults, the reduced ticket price
for the second and the next child will be 13 PLN.
The two-day ticket is only available for purchase online by the Biletin service until August
15: regular ticket - 50 PLN, reduced ticket - 20 PLN, student ticket - 35 PLN.

How to get there?
Bus: 621 (bus stop Ślęza - ul. Przystankowa)
Bike: route from Al. Karkonoska through Partynice and Wysoka (Al. Zwycięska -> ul.
Ołtaszyńska -> ul. Radosna -> ul. Przystankowa -> ul. Błękitna).
Car parks:

All spectators can use free parking places at Radosna St. (next to the sports

and recreation complex MATCHPOINT) - access from the side of Wysoka and at
Przystankowa St.

- access from the side of Bielany Wrocławskie. Due to security reasons

please do not park your cars along Główna St. in Ślęza.
Address
Topacz Castle
ul. Główna 12,
55-040 Ślęza
e-mail: zlot@topacz.pl
www.motoclassicwroclaw.pl
www.facebook.com/MotoClassicWroclaw
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